Shaping Teenagers' Moral in the Digital Era: Islamic Education Perspective
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Abstract
One of the elements contributing to teenagers' moral deterioration is technological advancements in the digital era that are not aligned with their moral progress. This study aims to discover the moral issues of teenagers in the digital age, the concept of morality in Islam, and moral teaching from the perspective of Islamic education. This study employed library research with a descriptive-analytic approach. The study findings indicate that the sophistication of digital technology has negative consequences for teenagers, pushing them further away from religious ideals. The purpose of moral education in Islamic education for teenagers is to live according to Allah's commands and carry out their duties as servants of Allah and His representatives on earth. As a result, Islamic education is inextricably linked to efforts to instill Islamic educational values, including moral values known as akhlak.
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Introduction
Technology and communication in the digital age rapidly evolve and influence young people's morals. The advancement of the digital era has resulted in practically everything being done digitally. Technology and communication are developed by...
using the internet. Digital products and internet use can harm social involvement and psychological well-being. Bad connections with parents are among these negative factors, as do internet abuse and cyberbullying. The moral phenomenon of teenagers in the digital era is likewise linked to declining manners. Many teenagers fight with their teachers or even threaten to beat their parents. It is not uncommon for teenagers to argue with or rage at their parents or teachers. Today's teenagers are less responsive to their social environment. It is not uncommon for us to meet teenagers who would rather play video games than join youth organizations such as youth groups.

Given the circumstances described above, one of the elements contributing to teenagers' moral degradation is technological advancements in the digital age that are not balanced with moral progress. Teenagers' attitudes and conduct are influenced by TV broadcasts and internet media, which cause them to be emotional, disrespectful of older people, impolite, lack worship, brawls, cyberbullying, drug usage, and free sex.

Moral development is required in this situation. Teenagers' moral development is part of Islamic education because morals are likened to a house, and those who occupy the house are educational resources, namely the Quran and Sunnah. The moral development of teenagers in any institution must be essential and complete to attain the desired objectives, namely the formation of Muslim individuals with balanced qualities between aspects of the world and the hereafter. Because Islamic education aims to make humanity have a noble character, it is envisaged to be a stronghold or a guide in moral development. Islamic Religious Education educates students on noble principles and norms that can be applied in everyday life, such as how to interact with others in the community. Finally, teenagers are expected to mature into Muslims who revere Allah.

Returning to Islamic teachings is the most essential and decisive component in the lives of teenagers. However, the value of religion's influence on human existence is underappreciated in modern society, particularly in the lives of teenagers enduring

---

mental distress. If not supported by human traits such as morality, technological and communication advances can be self-defeating and threaten civilization. As a result, the future generation, particularly teenagers, must prioritize morals, especially in the digital age, by imparting Islamic education principles. Based on the abovementioned issues, this study tries to provide an overview of teenage moral problems in the digital age, the concept of morality in Islam, and the teaching of teenage morals from the perspective of Islamic education.

The importance of forming teenagers' morals can be seen in several previous studies. Increasing the morality of adolescents needs to be done because adverse developments cannot be dammed. Therefore we need to do religious guidance and family harmony. Research conducted by Sumara et al., found that moral development must start with parents through good role models in the form of things that lead to positive actions because what is obtained in the family, teenagers will be brought into the community. On another aspect, Waty stated that the factors that make these teenagers less moral include sophisticated technology misused in a hostile environment, including the family environment. Usman stated that parents could try to overcome the decline in youth morale by teaching them religious education. Examples include reading the Qur’an and creating a smooth and harmonious communication cycle among family members. Based on several previous studies, this paper focuses on the moral formation of youth in the digital era from the Islamic Education perspective.

**Method**

This study uses the literature review method by collecting several articles from Sage Journal, Hogrefe eContent, Ijssh.net, International Seminar of Islamic Studies, Worldcat.org, Google Scholar, and Encyclopedia, with a theme that includes teenagers' moral problems.

---


moral development in the digital era. Then from these results, the researcher selected several articles that were relevant to this research and examined them according to the perspective of Islamic education.

Result and Discussion

Teenagers' Moral Problems in the Digital Age

The present generation of teenagers is known as the millennial generation, and they connect heavily with social media through cell phones, tablets, laptop computers, and other digital devices. Teenagers, as millennials, have unrestricted access to globalization in the Internet age. The digital era provides an opportunity for everyone to gain access to a variety of online information. Nowadays, various information is freely available in cyberspace, allowing anyone to access it without regard for space or time constraints. After the creation of the digital system, the world became entirely borderless. Everyone, particularly those born as digital natives, seeks knowledge on the internet. They would instead use the functionality of smartphones or other technology devices to browse the virtual world, seek enjoyment, meet basic requirements, and gain knowledge.

In the digital age, media can be controlled and networked. The capabilities of modern digital media enable people to receive information quickly. Many increasingly complex digital technologies have evolved and become more sophisticated, producing substantial changes worldwide. The digital era is not a matter of being ready or not, nor an option; instead, it is a result. Indefinitely, technology will evolve and progress.

This development can potentially have a negative impact that is equal to or greater than the benefits it generates. Computer technology has given rise to a new realm known as cyberspace, a world of computer-based communication that provides virtual reality. Whether we recognize it or not, technology development has created social comparison gaps because non-educational content is easily accessible to teenagers. This


sophistication can encourage despair, cybercrime, and access to non-educational content. Teenagers spend more time on social media than they do on educational content.\textsuperscript{14}

As a result, social media has become an addiction for the community, particularly teenagers, who spend their days using cell phones.\textsuperscript{15} Social media has a negative and positive influence on increasing student motivation depending on its use. Social media has formed a broad community of friends to motivate students to develop themselves from material or input from their new friends who are connected online.\textsuperscript{16}

Open access to limitless cyberspace will impact moral quality directly or indirectly. The most severe problems in Indonesia are strongly tied to societal morals, particularly among teenagers. Breakthroughs and technological developments in this digital era benefit humanity greatly.\textsuperscript{17} Many situations demonstrate teenage moral degeneration, such as a lack of manners (how to speak and dress), juvenile delinquency, and drug use.\textsuperscript{18} Other cases among teenagers in the digital era include free sex and online game addiction. The most serious of the problems listed above is pornography, which harms teenagers' mental health.\textsuperscript{19}

Teenagers' negative behavior implies that their moral condition has been damaged. If the lousy conduct is repeated, it becomes ingrained in the individual and a mirror of his moral condition. Morals, according to Al-Ghazali, are a deeply embedded order in the soul that gives rise to a variety of simple and light behaviors that do not require thought or contemplation. Morals are the values and qualities that settle in the soul; with instructions and standards, an action is judged good or bad by someone, causing


\textsuperscript{18} Nasution and Jazuli, “Menangkal Degradasi Moral.”
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someone to do or stop the behavior.\textsuperscript{20} According to Al-Ghazali, various external factors can influence a person's morals. Besides innate traits, education, habits, and social surroundings impact one's morals. Sophistication in the digital era can affect a person's morals, even the mental health of someone still at a vulnerable age, such as a teenager.\textsuperscript{21}

Al-Ghazali defines morals as a condition that is the source of the emergence of thinking and self-purification efforts and self-emptying through disgraceful traits, efforts to form a pure human being, a noble personality, through the process of \textit{takhliyah al-nafs} to get closer to Allah.\textsuperscript{22} Al-Ghazali argues that humans are born with nature or holy. So a child's first education is parents who must provide good morals and educate so that a mental soul filled with good qualities will be instilled. The surrounding environment can also have a bad influence if the environment is flawed and vice versa, so children go through habits with the community environment for their moral development to become ethical following the goals of Islamic education. In this phenomenon, improving moral quality and overcoming the decline in teenagers' morals, which is decreasing daily, is expected to be a motivation, especially in educational institutions and everyday social life. Concepts based on the Qur'an and Hadith must appear as a moral force and stimulate a dynamic and creative understanding of religion rather than passive.

The moral challenge of teenagers in the digital era is their lack of concern for others as technology users. Teenagers are prone to focusing on themselves and satisfying themselves by not respecting or considering the feelings of others. Teenagers use technology and social media to seek fame, admiration, and self-gratification, and they publish everything without thinking thoroughly about the consequences.\textsuperscript{23} According to previous cases and research findings, the detrimental impact of all-digital technological sophistication is always present, beginning with adolescent mental health illnesses, which will escalate to other harmful acts. Furthermore, teenagers will be further removed from religious values.

\textsuperscript{23} Andrea Flores and Carrie James, “Morality and Ethics Behind the Screen: Young People’s Perspectives on Digital Life,” \textit{New Media & Society} 15, no. 6 (September 1, 2013): 834–52, https://doi.org/10.1177/1461444812462842.
Understanding Moral Concepts in Islam

The concept of morals is frequently identical to the character. Morals are called "Akhlak" in Islam. Several Islamic intellectuals have written works that examine the fundamental aspects of Islamic moral teachings. In his main work, Tahdhib al-Akhlaq wa Tathr al-A'raq (Refining Morals and Character), Ibn Maskawaih combines moral concepts based on the principle that seeing comes before action.24

Morality and its meaning in the development of individuals and society are emphasized in Islam. Good people will produce a good society. Numerous verses in the Quran and hadith emphasize the significance of morals. In Al-Imran verse 104, the Quran says, "And let there be [arising] from you a nation inviting to [all that is] good, enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong, and those will be successful."

The preceding verses emphasize two crucial points: calling people to behave well, demanding the right, and forbidding the bad. Kindness refers to the complete Islamic value system, including beliefs, thoughts, values, and all elements of life. According to the verse, successful Muslims can do well, invite others to do well, shield themselves from prohibited behaviors to draw closer to Allah, and refrain from everything that Sharia bans.25

As a result, the issue of morality receives particular focus in Islam. This concern is consistent with the goals of Al-Ghazali’s moral teachings, which include the production of happiness in the afterlife through soul purification. Doing good is the method to obtain spiritual perfection. Kindness has two meanings. The first is the virtue of reason and the ability to discern rationally (tamyiz). Moral excellence is the second virtue. The goodness of the mind is the rational ability to distinguish between the paths of happiness and misery. It is like the ability to apply it in the form of activity accompanied by a belief in the truth based on evidence that supports his belief rather than just tradition or wishful thinking.26

Eliminating and avoiding all harmful practices dictated by Sharia is an element of good morality. As a result, a person will become accustomed to and enjoy beneficial habits. In Islam, morality is equivalent to ethics. Moral is a state or trait that has infiltrated the soul and evolved into a personality, giving rise to various acts performed

26 Suriani, “Konsep Pendidikan Karakter.”
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instinctively and without consideration. Amid social, national, and religious life, character and values become the foundation of human social life.\cite{27}

Humans everywhere should be concerned about moral issues in sophisticated and undeveloped societies. One person's wickedness disturbs the peace of another. If there are numerous morally corrupt persons in a society, society's state will deteriorate.\cite{28} Morality is an essential skill that everyone should acquire. Islam is likewise concerned and firmly preaches the value of morals in daily life. Moral decay will frequently occur if morals are disregarded, particularly in teenagers. This issue must be addressed through education since education is the most effective instrument, so their values conform with the Qur'an and Sunnah. A noble character is one of the most essential qualities of a Muslim's life.\cite{29}

**Teenagers' Moral Teaching in the Islamic Education Perspective**

One of the most important things to teach teenagers is morality. According to Islamic education, moral education's principal purpose for teenagers is to conduct their lives constantly in the truth. Another goal is for them to be on the right track following God's commands and to be able to carry out their responsibilities as God's servants and leaders on earth. As a result, Islamic education tries to establish religious principles in a person's soul, including moral standards, also known as *akhlak*.

Education is the ideal arena for the moral growth of teenagers. Since morals are the primary criterion of human excellence, education plays a significant part in assessing the good and evil of humans. Because morals are a measure for judging a person's nature, the goodness or badness of a person's morals is one measure of the success or failure of education.\cite{30} According to the hadith reported by Bukhari Muslims on moral education in children, parents play a crucial role and significantly contribute to developing moral values in children. Internal variables influencing moral growth in children include physical, intellectual, and heart (spiritual) capacity that is innate from

---


birth. External factors include parents at home, teachers at school, and community leaders.\textsuperscript{31}

The role of external factors for adolescents is significant in preventing the increase in risky behavior in adolescents. It can be done by optimizing the role of parenting by the family. If a teenager grows up with affection, he will certainly have the characteristics of speaking politely, politely, and full of manners. If teenagers grow up with insults or insults, they tend to be thuggery and cause much trouble to other people. For this reason, parties outside the youth as role models are required to contribute to parenting and teaching patterns that follow the needs of today's youth. The formation of the personality of adolescents starts from upbringing in the family.

A teenager's primary moral education comes from his family, which begins at a young age. Teenage personality and behavior formation begin with positive connections or communication inside the family. For teenagers, parents play a critical role. Advice and guidance alone are insufficient to teach teenagers because they cannot comprehend what their parents do for them. Not all teenagers have admirable characteristics. As a result, parents should pay more attention and play a part in raising teenagers' morals. School is a determining factor for developing a child's personality after the family, both in the way of thinking, behaving, and behaving.

There are several reasons why schools play a significant role in the development of children's personalities: (1) Children as students must attend school, (2) Schools influence children early, especially in terms of building self-concept, (3) Children spend much time at school than anywhere else outside the home, (4) Schools provide opportunities for children to achieve success, (5) Schools provide opportunities for children to assess themselves and their abilities realistically. Meanwhile, peer groups as a social environment for children are essential in developing their personality. This role is increasingly important, especially when there are changes in the structure of society, such as changes in the form of families from large to small families, tensions between the older and younger generations, and the expansion of communication networks between children and adolescents.

There are various significant aspects of Islamic education regarding teenagers' guidance and moral instruction. First, coaching and instruction must take place. Islam

promotes education and teaches moral values to children from an early age. Nothing is instant in guiding teenagers to good morality. Second, initiatives for teenagers' education and moral development must begin with careful and targeted preparation based on the Qur'an. Third, teaching must be supplemented with appropriate moral teaching media to promote teenagers' understanding. Understanding Islamic-based moral standards will be the foundation for applying moral values in daily life.

Fourth, the Islamic education model of moral education for teenagers comprises a model of moral education in the family, school, and community. Fifth, moral education for teenagers can be accomplished using the appropriate methods and approaches. This concept is consistent with the notion that various kinds of moral teaching can be applied.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exemplary Method</td>
<td>Examples set by parents, teachers, peers, the environment, or religious teachers can show how to speak, conduct, worship, and so on.32 The exemplary method of Islamic education employs parents and educators (teachers), giving examples of behaving and behaving according to Islamic values. The impact of the exemplary method is that it will foster a desire for teenagers to get used to behaving in an exemplary manner so that they can shape the moral, spiritual, and ethos aspects of youth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habituation Method</td>
<td>Students profit from habituation because it operates as a continuous training effect. Students will continue to become accustomed to acting morally.33 Moral formation needs to be instilled directly through habituation. The method of habituation is done so that something becomes a habit. This habituation method can be applied by accustoming youth to doing positive things in their daily lives. The impact of the habituation method is that adolescents are given a stimulus or stimulation continuously and continuously, so they will become accustomed to it, and unconsciously it will become a character for the perpetrator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advised Method</td>
<td>The advised method educates by guiding appropriate teachings to grasp and practice.34 The advised method can be in the form of a tausiyah or the form of a reprimand. The impact of the counseling method can shape the morale of youth which is very effective in forming faith and preparing students' spiritual and social morals. The advice can open one's eyes to the nature of something and the motivation to be noble, have a noble character.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attention Method</td>
<td>The attention method is concerned with and observes the growth of the children's faith and morals, spiritual preparation, social and physical education conditions, and scientific outcomes. In its implementation, the attention method always pays full attention and follows the development of aspects of faith and morals, supervises and pays attention to adolescents' mental and social readiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervision and Cooperation</td>
<td>Methods This method is used to avoid undesirable events, such as technological aberrations. As a result, before mistakes and irregularities are repeated, there should always be supervision through fostering collaboration between the environment and parents to guide and teach excellent moral principles jointly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question and Answer Method</td>
<td>Questions and answers are used to make understanding the moral values being taught easier. The question and answer method, in its implementation, provides a stimulus for adolescents to ask questions and evaluate the ability of adolescents to the knowledge they have. The impact of the question-and-answer method is to gain a better understanding and avoid misunderstandings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 1, the teenagers' mental and moral formation is influenced by the people closest to them, namely their parents. Parents must be role models for their children. Children will replicate all of their parents' words and acts. Parents must model how to use information technology such as the internet, gadgets, cell phones, and other devices for their children. These communication technologies must be used for meaningful purposes at the appropriate time and location. One aspect of parents' roles in preventing children from abusing technology is supervising and limiting their children's use of gadgets or the internet at home.

Furthermore, the habituation approach can teach students to live in harmony, help one another, speak politely, be honest, and respect others. Slowly educating, training, and mentoring teenagers must be done for their morals to be permanently imprinted. Teenagers will become good if taught and trained to say and do nice things and vice versa. Time limits on technology use must be established so that teenagers do not become addicted to gadgets, the internet, and other forms of technology. The habituation process is critical for becoming accustomed to putting moral principles gained in life into practice. When behaviors become habitual, they reflect attitudes and

37 Mufidah, “Pendidikan Moral.”
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moral attributes. The following approaches of counsel, attention, and supervision can be utilized to improve the effectiveness of teenage moral education activities.

Teaching and moral education of youth can be carried out effectively with two main aspects. First, fulfillment of essential elements such as planning, methods, process accuracy, and media innovation. Second, the collaboration of three youth moral education models includes moral education in schools, families, and communities. As a result, teenagers understand every moral value taught based on Islam and have the knowledge and motivation to implement these moral principles daily.

Conclusion

According to the preceding explanation, the moral growth of teenagers must be of particular concern. Various moral problems can negatively impact teenagers and push them further from religious values in the middle of all-digital technological sophistication. As a result, the concept of morality is particularly essential in Islam. The most significant reform is in education because education is the best tool for educating teenagers to have values consistent with the Qur'an and Sunnah. According to Islamic education, moral education aims for teenagers to live their lives in line with God's laws, carry out their obligations as God's servants and become leaders in the world. As a result, Islamic education is inextricably linked to efforts to embed religious ideals and aspects in one's spirit, including moral values known as akhlak.
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